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Upper Elementary Math Intervention overview
This intervention curriculum was specifically designed for upper elementary students who need additional math 

instruction in order to be successful in mastering essential math standards. This curriculum was not designed for 

students who simply need a bit of extra instruction, time, or practice. Instead, this curriculum was designed for 

upper elementary students who experience difficulty with number sense, generalizing math concepts, have 

significant gaps in their math understanding, and are having difficulty keeping up with and understanding their 

current math curriculum. This may be used as a part of your small group math instruction, math interventions, or 

math RTI.

This is a very flexible and versatile math intervention curriculum and is best used with small group lessons. The 

lessons are based on approximately 20 minutes of instruction, but more time can certainly be added to that 

instruction. Each lesson is broken into three components: review, focus lesson, and practice. There is a similar 

routine for each lesson to allow the lessons to flow quickly and to provide predictability for students. The review 

and practice are both very short components to the lesson, because the bulk of the lesson is focused on 

instruction during the focus lesson. This is NOT a series of practice or review worksheets, as the lessons focus on 

interaction and discussion with a little practice mixed in.

You may teach the topics in any order and skip around to reflect your math curriculum. However, it is not 

necessary for these lessons to match your current math workshop lessons. I find that I often need to address 

gaps in student understanding before students are able to access their grade level curriculum. These lessons 

emphasize conceptual understanding and each topic’s lessons build upon the next for increased difficulty. Before 

beginning the lessons, I first assess students to determine their placement within each topic of this curriculum.



Part 1 Place Value………………………………………………………………..………….2 weeks of instruction

Part 2 Addition…………………………………………………………..……………………3 weeks of instruction

Part 3 Subtraction………………………………………………………………………..2 weeks of instruction

Part 4 Addition & Subtraction Word Problems……..…1 week of instruction

Part 5 Multiplication…………………………………………………………………….5 weeks of instruction (3rd grade skips 3rd-5th week)

Part 6 Division………………………………………………………………………………….4 weeks of instruction (3rd grade skips 3rd week)

Part 7 Multiplication & Division Word Problems…….…1 week of instruction

Part 8 Fractions…………………………………………………………………………….5 weeks of instruction

Part 9 Decimals…………………………………………………………………………….…1 week of instruction

Upper Elementary Math Intervention scope and sequence

It is not necessary to follow this pacing guide exactly as-is. While the lessons do build upon each other. I 

recommend assessing students to find where their needs begin. Some students may not need to start at Week 1 

for each unit, while other students may need to spend two weeks on Week 1. Even though I am often tempted, I 

try to move slowly through the weeks to ensure complete understanding of the lessons before moving forward. 

The purpose of each lesson is to build foundational and conceptual understanding, which may take extra time.



How you choose to set up and organize these intervention lessons depends on your personal 

preferences. I have experienced the most success by assembling an intervention binder. In the 

intervention binder, I keep all of my lessons and materials for each topic. I love using plastic, 

pocket dividers to keep all of my materials in. I punch holes in the lesson plans and keep those on 

the rings, and I place everything else in the pockets. 
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I strongly encourage using this program approximately 20 minutes a day, five days a week. I am 

certainly aware that sometimes it’s just not possible to squeeze in that extra time, so don’t feel as if 

the lessons must be completed on Fridays. Whenever, I don’t have time to complete all five lessons, I 

carry the lessons over to the following week, because it is not necessary to begin each new week on 

Monday. It is also not necessary to begin at week one. Instead, I like to first assess my students to see 

where their weaknesses are, and I use that information as a starting place for my interventions.

You will notice that these lessons often do not address grade level standards. Instead, they address 

concepts and foundational skills that are essential for number sense and for students to be able to 

access grade level standards. I did add an extra week to address algorithms for addition, subtraction, 

multiplication, and division. Anytime you are teaching a particular concept and you feel that students did 

not grasp the lesson, be sure to spend another day revisiting that concept before moving on. This is 

when I take the opportunity to slow down and allow students fully grasp the concept.

In these lessons, the number talk will also serve as a review and will not always follow skill taught during 

the lesson. Despite the difference, this is an essential part of this intervention program. This is a 

powerful way to allow students to strengthen students’ number sense and reasoning skills. The number 

talks should be completed orally, and students should be encouraged to use the strategy of the week for 

the number talk. 
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place value-through 6-digit numbers



addition-up to adding 4 –digit by 4-digit numbers



subtraction-up to subtracting 4 –digit by 4-digit numbers



word problems



Multiplication-up to 2-digit by 2-digit



Division-up to 4-digit divided by 1-digit



Fractions-comparing, equivalent, adding, & subtracting



decimals



Decimal-Fractions 1-5 Number talk
Show students one row at a time. Keep the other rows covered until you are ready to move on. Students should explain how they used the strategy.

4x2x16 

4x4x8 

2x4x8x2 

8x8x2 

16x8



Decimal Fractions 1-5 Cut out a strip for each student. 



Decimal Fractions 1-5 Exit Slip Decimal Fractions 1-5 Exit Slip

Decimal Fractions 1-5 Exit Slip Decimal Fractions 1-5 Exit Slip
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Write the number in expanded form.

______________________________________________________

What digit is in the hundredth place?

______________________________________________________

What is the value of the digit 8?

______________________________________________________
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______________________________________________________
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______________________________________________________

What is the value of the digit 8?

______________________________________________________

67,346.850

Write the number in expanded form.

______________________________________________________

What digit is in the hundredth place?

______________________________________________________

What is the value of the digit 8?

______________________________________________________



T hank You!
Thank you so much for your purchase.  I hope that you are thrilled with this product!  If you have any questions or concerns, feel free 

to email me at ashleigh_60@hotmail.com.  You can visit my blog ashleigh-educationjourney.com for lots of ideas, pictures of instructional 
ideas and products in use, and bonus freebies!

Terms of Use
©2017 Ashleigh Education Journey. All Rights Reserved. Purchase of this product entitles the use and reproduction of this product in one classroom 

only. Duplicates for more than one grade level, school, or district is forbidden without written permission from author.  Copying any part of this 

product and placing it on the Internet in any form is strictly forbidden and is a violation of the Digital Millennium Copyrights Act (DCMA). You may show 

how you used this product on your website, blog, or social media, and I’d loved to be tagged!

About Ashleigh
Ashleigh has taught upper elementary school for the past 15 years. Ashleigh has a Bachelors of Science 

in Elementary Education, and a Masters Degree in Curriculum and Instruction. She also has an 

Education Specialist in Brain Research, and she has earned her Gifted Endorsement. She is currently 

working toward her Google Classroom Certification.

Facebook Group
You may join a Facebook group to work with other upper elementary teachers. This groups offers product support and general classroom 

help as well.                    upperelementaryeducators.com


